Sales Performance Training
THE ART OF RELATIONSHIP
IN SALES AND CONSULTING

Today´s sales world has changed. In order to counter-act how technology is increasing the
speed and complexity of media and marketing, the role of sales is rapidly transforming into
a more human and holistic approach that demands an expanded skillset beyond traditional
sales “techniques”: leadership, consulting, relationship management, client education and
resistance training, to name just a few.

EED APPLICATION TRAINING
FOR IMPROVING SALES GROWTH:
YOUR PERSONAL PATH TO ENHANCED
LEADERSHIP AND SUCCESS IN SALES

A new skillset for being more fluid and agile in relationship is needed for successful sales.
For over a decade EED has studied how relationships follow key patterns in order to build
intimacy and work through creative friction. It has integrated its best insights into a
universal methodology that trains high quality relationship management.
The EED Application Training for Sales is a mastery-level program for experienced
salespeople that are already fluent in their basic sales techniques. The focus here is on the
sales relationship itself: how to cultivate resilience in relationship, how to grow sales
through a co-creative process, how to navigate tough demands without losing integrity and
how to flow with resistance or conflict while maintaining optimal productivity and creativity.
EED’s application to sales also helps the salesperson stay in their own strength, power, and
agility while enhancing the resilience of their clients and reinforcing the creativity of their
sales team. EED can be applied across the board to one’s own leadership situations and
gives a strong foundation for dealing with complex environments.

Module 1
May 14th & 15th – 9:00-18:00
Frankfurt - ROOF LOFT
Group Size: 12 Pers.
Target Groups:
Sales Consultants and Trainers
Agency and Tech Account Managers
Price:
1599.- 1299.- Euro M1
2999.- 2299.- Euro M1+M2
Leader: Troy Yorke, Performance Coach
Founder of EED

Here are some highlights of the benefits
you will take away from Module 1:
• Create a deeper connection with clients to better understand who they are, their behaviour patterns, needs & passions
• Deal with stress, competition, targets and time pressures with more resilience, ease and fluidity
• Apply improved relationship skills to personal & professional situations outside of sales
• Know yourself better while strengthening your own confidence, self-esteem and personal leadership skills
• Improve your networking & communication skills to create intimate connections quickly and pitch yourself more effectively
• Establish trust, cooperation & well-being from the start while getting to the “essence” of each conversation quickly
• Cultivate resilience in yourself and others to make each relationship flow with productivity and creativity

Here are some highlights of the benefits
you will take away from Module 2:
• Work with any form of resistance, including stubborn behaviours, demanding clients and difficult situations
• Understand how to work more fluently with various patterns of conflict
• Develop a more resilient and creative relationship with challenging clients, targets, competitors, and colleagues
• Endow clients and colleagues with resilience to neutralize reactive behaviours and get back to productivity
• Learn how to say “No” to define boundaries and limits without fear of losing the client or sale
• Learn how to hear “No” and remain resilient to keep the relationship open, creative and potentially productive

Module 2
Sep 17th & 18th – 9:00-18:00
Frankfurt - ROOF LOFT
Group Size: 12 Pers.
Leader: Troy Yorke, Founder of EED

• Learn how to deal with “Pending” sales without plunging into frustration, confusion or resignation
• Learn how to clarify ambiguity and get your client or colleague focused, specific, concrete and engaged
• Integrate and test your skills in a dedicated practicum that helps you trouble-shoot challenging situations

ABOUT EMERGENT ESSENCE DYNAMICS (EED)
EED is one of the most sophisticated systems to help leaders and salespeople guide
their clients, teams and organization through change towards success. Although still
quite new to market, EED’s methodology has been evolving for over a decade and
surpasses many popular approaches used by some of the biggest consulting companies.
Due to its precision and agility to handle chaos, change and adversity with ease, EED is
especially applicable to marketing and sales where a fast pace, uncertainty and the
impact of digital integration are much more dominant than in other industries.
Originally, EED was designed to elevate organizational and executive coaches to an
exceptional level of mastery. Today, it’s techniques and applications extend to sales,
consulting, change management, leadership and more. Because EED operates on the
fractal level of any dynamic system, very few approaches can compete with the level of
speed, precision and simplicity EED provides when applied to complex relationships
and organizational contexts.
EED’s stand-out difference to other approaches is that it focuses on Resilience First™
before any kind of change or transformation takes place. This immediately restores
creativity, agility and autonomy where relationships flow with productivity, teams
experience more unity and any unnecessary resistance is neutralized. When leaders,
teams and salespeople learn to engage with resilience, transformation occurs with less
risk, while the power and potential of each creative idea or demand is fully unleashed.

REGISTRATION: EED TRAINING FOR SALES
MAY 14th & 15th – FRANKFURT
Name:
Company:
Address:

Email:
Phone:
M1 (1299.– )
May 14-15th

M1+2 (2299.–)
May 14-15th
Sep 17-18th

ABOUT TROY YORKE, FOUNDER OF EED
For over 15 years, Troy Yorke has been sought after by top professionals and organizations
as an executive coach, trainer and mediator to successfully facilitate their unique and
diverse change processes. As former faculty member of the renowned Coaches Training
Institute (CTI) and an ORSC practitioner, he identified core gaps in traditional approaches to
the change process which led him to design EED and address those missing links with new
and innovative techniques, elevating organizational change management to a new, exciting
level.
His diverse background as an award-winning concert pianist, composer, writer, Film/TV
actor and producer incorporates a wealth of knowledge working with (digital) change,
human creativity and high-performance behavior. He has concertized across Europe and
North America and his film credits include Missing, Scary Movie 3, Final Destination,
Poltergeist the Series, Strange World, among others. He is a published poet and he was
honoured to perform his original compositions at the United Nations by special commission.
Troy Yorke created EED as a unifying principle for all disciplines in the transformative arts –
an elegant methodology based on fractal cycles found everywhere in nature, life and
relationships. Its applications extend to coaching, leadership, mediation, psychology, sales
and more as it pinpoints the fundamental level driving all human dynamics, creativity and
transformational processes.

Signature:
To register: please print, complete and return
this registration form via email to:
info@essence-dynamics.com
Frankfurt - ROOF LOFT
Hanauer Landstr. 161-173
60314 Frankfurt
CO-PRODUCTION OF EED – EMERGENT ESSENCE DYNAMICS
AND ROOFTOP CONSULTING, THE CHANGE AGENCY
FOR MEDIA & MARKETING – WWW.ROOFTOP-CONSULTING.COM

